
The New Association of Mouse

- Weltherrschaft durch Warten -

HOW TO BECOME MOUSE

Look around. The objective is to assume the identity of Mouse.

Mouse is the epitome of mediocrity but of course mouse is very special.
Mouse is grey and Mouse is a contemporary.

Mouse wants to be part of the game. Mouse is a mediatised creature
Mouse tends to procrastinate. Mouse likes to sit on the couch.

Wears a suit or similar grey or black clothing with a sober undercurrent.
Variants are possible.

The face of Mouse:

Eyes: Mouse always wears black dark roundish sunglasses.

The rest: Identify objects that could serve as mouse nose or mouse ears. Whiskers are strictly optional.
If you find anything useful. Attach objects to your face.

Or

Readymade mouse mask:

Take grey cardboard, for example the back of a drawing pad.

Ears: Have a hairband or earwarmers available. Take another grey cardboard. Cut out two circles with diameter
fitting for mouse ears but for each ear leave a strip of approximately 6 cm x 10 cm attached to the circle. This
will help to attach the ears to the hairband or ear warmer. Cut along side the radius of the circle. Make a flat

cone. Fix it.  Bend attachment strip. Put on hairband and tuck in ears. They should stand off a little.

Nose: Cut out a Circle with a radius approximately equal to the distance between thumb and small finger of your
extended hand. Cut along the radius of the cardboard circle. Make a cone. Try for the size to fit your face. Once

you have identified the correct size, fix it. You can use glue, tape or whatever is available.
This might feel slightly unpleasant.

Put on full mount of Mouse. Breathing might be a bit difficult. Bear with it.
Sit on the couch and contemplate waiting.

The Media Part:

Take a photo of your Mouse sitting on a couch or any other seating. A tripod helps.
Better still: Make a video of your mouse sitting and thinking.

The length of the video should be 4:33 minutes. Background noise can be audible.

To further the cause of Mouse post your image of Mouse to: newassociationofmouse@googlemail.com
Indicate your fullname or membername under which the image/ clip can be made public.
Once at least nine new members have made themselves know to the New Association of Mouse a website will be put online
where the activities of the new members, i.e. the videos or photos can be monitored. Members will be informed.


